Abstract. It is well known that the quotient-difference algorithm can be used to construct univariate Pad&approximants. In this paper we see that the Pad&approximants for nonlinear operators F: X-, Y where X is a Banach space and Y a commutative Banach algebra, introduced by the author, can also be obtained by means of the QD-algorithm and can consequently be obtained as convergents of a continued fraction, if the scalar QD-algorithm is reformulated as in 1. The definition of abstract Pad&approximants will be repeated in {}2, while the operator QD-algorithm will be treated in {}3.
1. The scalar QD-scheme. Let us consider a nonlinear real-valued function f of one real variable x, analytic at the origin ,,(0).
f(x) E c,xk with c k-. f k=0 We will present the QD-algorithm in a slightly different way than usual, but the two approaches are equivalent. The advantage of this approach is that it can be generalized to the case where F is a nonlinear operator from a Banach space X to a commutative Banach algebra Y. Xn+2k-2 for n-0, 1,2,... and k-1,2,.... This determinant is a monomial of degree k(n+ k-1) in the variable x. Demanding that this monomial be nontrivial is equivalent to demanding that this determinant evaluated at x-be nonzero.
For a normal series we can construct a double entry table of numbers q and e defined as follows"
eo")-0, 
The terms q( and e( each contain a factor x now because of the definition of q[. Since the series f is normal the Pad6-approximants are also normal [1] .
2. Abstract Pad-.approximants for operators. We briefly repeat the definition of Pad-approximant in operator theory and a determinantal formula for the calculation. More details can be found in [3] . Let [2] , [3] and will also provide us with an abstract QD-scheme.
Let us denote by Qsl.P/ a reduced form of the abstract rational operator Q-1. p; in other words P-P/x" T and Q--Q/. T and we have cancelled this abstract polynomial T in both numerator and denominator. Different solutions of the Pad&ap-proximation problem and different reduced forms are equivalent (denoted by -); i.e., they satisfy the relation (P, Q)-(R,S)oP(x).S(x)=Q(x).R(x) VxX. 
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where division means multiplication by the inverse element for multiplication in Y.
We shall now prove that these continued fractions are of the same form as in the univariate case where only a factor x remains in qk ") and e ") after division of their numerator by denominator and we shall also prove that the convergents of these continued fractions yield our abstract Pad-approximants. Suppose the theorem holds for Qt"), ..., Q("), El"), .,E("); we shall prove it then for Q+), and En+),. Since Q,-Q"+').E"+'). (3) Because (4) and (5) (2) . This can easily be seen by writing down the continued fraction (3) with 1-m replaced by l-m-1; the convergents of this continued fraction are the abstract Pad6-approximants on the following descending staircase:
We illustrate Theorems 2 and 3 by means of a simple example. Consider where the division is here a division of continuous functions. Analogously we can see that Ptt,zl(x).
Qtt,21(x) is also the 5th convergent of the continued fraction (2) .
